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Abstract. The World in Miniature (WIM) metaphor allows users to
interact and travel eﬃciently in virtual environments. In addition to the
ﬁrst-person perspective oﬀered by typical VR applications, the WIM
oﬀers a second dynamic viewpoint through a hand-held miniature copy
of the environment. In the original WIM paper the miniature was a
scaled down replica of the whole scene, thus limiting its application to
simple models being manipulated at a single level of scale. Several WIM
extensions have been proposed where the replica shows only a part of
the environment. In this paper we present a new approach to handle
complexity and occlusion in the WIM. We discuss algorithms for selecting
the region of the scene which will be covered by the miniature copy and
for handling occlusion from an exocentric viewpoint. We also present the
results of a user-study showing that our technique can greatly improve
user performance on spatial tasks in densely-occluded scenes.
1 Introduction
The World in Miniature (WIM) metaphor [1] complements the ﬁrst-person per-
spective oﬀered by typical VR applications with a second dynamic view of a
miniature copy of the virtual world. This second exocentric view of the world
helps users to understand the spatial relationships of the objects and them-
selves inside the virtual world. Furthermore, because the WIM is hand-held, it
can be quickly explored from diﬀerent viewpoints without destroying the larger,
immersive point of view.
The WIM has been used as a unifying metaphor to accomplish many user
tasks including object selection and manipulation, navigation and path planning.
Object selection can be accomplished either by pointing directly at the object or
by pointing at its proxy on the WIM. By rotating the hand-held replica, users
can even view and pick objects that are obscured from the immersive camera
viewpoint. Once selected, objects can be manipulated either at the scale oﬀered
by the WIM or at the one-to-one scale oﬀered by the immersive environment.
The WIM can also include an avatar of the user that can be moved to change the
user location in the environment, providing camera control from an exocentric
point of view. Furthermore, since the WIM provides the user with an additional
scale at which to operate, the user can choose the most appropriate scale for any
given navigation or manipulation task.
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Any WIM implementation has to address two key problems. On the one hand,
one must decide which region of the environment should be included in the minia-
ture copy. Early implementations put a replica of the whole environment in the
miniature, thus limiting its application to simple models like a single room. A
few extensions of the WIM have been proposed to handle more complex mod-
els [2,3,4]. These approaches use a miniature copy which includes only those
objects inside a region of interest, which can be scaled and moved either manu-
ally or automatically. These techniques allow the accomplishment of user tasks
at diﬀerent levels of scale. However, current approaches either provide adhoc
solutions valid for a limited class of models, or assume the input scene already
provides some information about its logical structure, such as the subdivision of
a building into ﬂoors. On the other hand, WIM implementations have to pro-
vide some way to handle 3D occlusion. Regardless of the size and shape of the
region included in the miniature copy, bounding geometry such as walls must
be conveniently culled away to make interior objects visible. Early implemen-
tations relied solely on backface culling techniques [1], but these are suitable
only for very simple models; general 3D models require the application of more
sophisticated techniques for handling 3D occlusion such as cut-away views [5].
In this paper we present Dynamic Worlds in Miniature (DWIM), a new ap-
proach to handle complexity and occlusion in the WIM so that it can be used
in arbitrarily-complex, densely-occluded scenes. First, we propose to select the
region to be included in the miniature copy using a semantic subdivision of the
scene into logical structures such as rooms, ﬂoors and buildings computed auto-
matically from the input scene during preprocessing. The rationale here is that
matching the miniature copies with logical entities of the environment will help
the user to accomplish interaction tasks on the WIM. A logical decomposition
provides additional cues to better understand the spatial relationships among
parts of the scene, in addition to a more intuitive and clear view of the nearby
environment suitable for precise object selection and manipulation. Second, we
propose a simple algorithm to provide a cut-away view of the miniature copy, so
that interior geometry is not obscured by the enclosing geometry (Figure 1).
Fig. 1. Two examples of our improved WIM visualization. The miniature replica pro-
vides a cut-away view of a part of the model according to the user’s position.
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The main contributions of the paper to the WIM metaphor are (a) an al-
gorithm to automatically compute which region of the scene must be included
in the miniature copy which takes into account a logical decomposition of the
scene, and (b) an algorithm for providing a cut-away view of the selected region
so that interior geometry is revealed. These improvements expand the applica-
tion of WIM to arbitrarily-complex, densely-occluded scenes, and allows for the
accomplishment of interaction tasks at diﬀerent levels of scales. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on WIM exten-
sions, cell decomposition and 3D occlusion. Section 3 provides an overview of
the three main components of our extension to the WIM, which are detailed
in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. Results of a user-study are discussed in Section 4.
Finally, we provide concluding remarks and future work in Section 5.
2 Previous Work
In this section we brieﬂy review previous work related to the problem being
addressed (enhancements to the WIM metaphor) and to our adopted solution
(cell decomposition and occlusion management).
2.1 Worlds in Miniature
The WIM was proposed originally by Stoakley, Conway and Pausch [1] who dis-
cussed their application to selection, manipulation and travelling tasks. They
found that users easily understood the mapping between virtual world objects
and the proxy WIM objects. Unfortunately, using a replica of the whole environ-
ment in the miniature limits its application to simple models like a single room,
due to occlusion and level-of-scale problems. Several WIM extensions have been
proposed to overcome this limitations. The STEP WIM proposed by La Viola
et al. [3], puts the miniature replica on the ﬂoor screen so that it can be inter-
acted with the feet. The main advantage is the freeing of the hands for other
tasks. The method provides several methods for panning and scaling the part of
the scene covered by the miniature. The Scaled and Scrolling WIM (SSWIM) [4]
supports interaction at multiple levels of scale trough scaling and scrolling func-
tions. SSWIM adds functionally and hence complexity because the user has
to scale the model manually. The scrolling is automatic though when the user
moves to a position outside of a dead zone. This dead zone is a box centered
at the SSWIM. Chittaro et al. [2] propose an extension of the WIM to support
user navigation through virtual buildings, allowing users to explore any ﬂoor of
a building without having necessary to navigate. Unfortunately, it requires an
explicit identiﬁcation of all the polygons on the diﬀerent ﬂoors, which can be
a time-consuming task for complex models. Unlike previous WIM extensions,
we select the region covered by the miniature using an automatically-computed
decomposition of the model into cells.
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2.2 Cell and Portal Decompositions
A cell-and-portal graph (CPG) is a structure that encodes the visibility of the
scene, where nodes are cells, usually rooms, and edges are portals which represent
the openings (doors or windows) that connect the cells. There are few papers
that refer to the automatic determination of CPGs, and most of them work
under important restrictions [6]. Teller and Squin [7] have developed a visibility
preprocessing suitable for axis-aligned architectural models. Hong et al. [8] take
advantage of the tubular nature of the colon to automatically build a cell graph
by using a simple subdivision method based on the center-line (or skeleton)
of the colon. To determine the center-line, they use the distance ﬁeld from the
colonic surface. Very few works provide a solution for general, arbitrarily-oriented
models with complex, non-planar walls. Notable exceptions are those approaches
based on a distance-ﬁeld representation of the scene [9,10]. Our approach for cell
detection also relies on a distance ﬁeld and it is based on the scene decomposition
presented in [10].
2.3 Management of 3D Occlusion
Complex geometric models composed of many distinct parts arise in many diﬀer-
ent applications such as architecture, engineering and industrial manufacturing.
Three-dimensional occlusion management techniques are often essential for help-
ing viewers understand the spatial relationships between the constituent parts
that make up these datasets. Elmqvist and Tsigas [11] analyze a broad range
of techniques for occlusion management and identify ﬁve main design patterns:
Multiple Viewports (using two or more separate views of the scene), Virtual X-
Ray (turn occluded objects visible), Tour Planners (a precomputed camera ani-
mation reveals the otherwise occluded geometry), Interactive Exploders (adopted
for the WIM in [2] through a ﬂoor sliding mechanism) and Projection Distorter
(nonlinear projections are used to integrate two or more views into a single view).
Virtual X-Ray techniques are particularly relevant to our approach as they
make the discovery task trivial and facilitate access to the potential targets by
selectively removing distractors. Distractors can be removed by turning them
semi-transparent or invisible [12]. Using transparency is particularly simple to
implement as it eliminates the need for identifying distracting objects, but ren-
dering semi-transparent objects increases the visual complexity of the scene
and the cognitive load to the user. Distractor removal techniques can be view-
independent [13] or view-dependent [2,14]. Here we only discuss view-dependent
techniques as they are more appropriate to reveal geometry on a hand-held
miniature. A number of algorithms for generating cut-away views are proposed
by Diepstraten et al. [5]. The proposed algorithms are both eﬃcient and easy to
implement, although two important assumptions are made: they assume that the
classiﬁcation of objects as interior or exterior is provided by an outside mecha-
nism, and that the cut-out geometry is convex. Fortunately, our decomposition of
the scene into cells with approximately constant visibility allows the application
of very simple algorithms to generate cut-away views.
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3 Our Approach
3.1 Overview
We aim at improving the WIM metaphor by addressing three problems:
– WIM delimitation: given the current viewpoint location, we compute the
part of the scene to be included in the miniature copy and thus presented
to the user as a hand-held miniature. We use a polyhedron to represent the
region of the space covered by the WIM.
– WIM clipping: once the region to be included has been computed, we must
cull away the portions of the scene outside the selected region.
– WIM revealing: we provide a cut-away view of the selected region so that
interior geometry is revealed.
The algorithm for WIM delimitation proceeds through two main preprocess-
ing steps (described in detail in Section 3.2): cell detection, where the scene is
discretized into a voxelization and then voxels are grouped into cells with approx-
imately constant visibility, and polyhedral approximation, where a low-polygon
approximation of the cell’s boundary is extracted. Our decomposition scheme
produces cells which roughly approximate structural elements of the scene such
as rooms and corridors.
At runtime, the user will be presented with a WIM comprising only the scene
objects inside the current cell (the one containing the current viewpoint). Since
regions are detected during preprocessing, the clipping can be performed either
during preprocessing or at runtime. In the former case, we could clip the scene
geometry to each cell and store the resulting geometry. However, this approach
would add complexity to the integration with already existing applications using
their own scene graph. Therefore, we have adopted a runtime approach for clip-
ping the scene geometry to a polyhedral region. Our solution (described in Sec-
tion 3.3) can be seen as a particular case of CSG rendering (we must render the
intersection of the scene with the polygonal region) which can be implemented
easily on a GPU [15]. Finally, we apply a view-dependent cut-away technique
for removing the frontmost geometry of the cell so that internal objects are vis-
ible (WIM revealing). An important beneﬁt of using cells with approximately
constant visibility is that they greatly simplify the WIM revealing problem: re-
moving the enclosing geometry will be enough to reveal interior objects. Note
that the presence of interior walls inside the miniature would complicate signiﬁ-
cantly the algorithm for providing cut-away views. We describe a simple solution
(Section 3.4) with no extra cost which gives good results on the class of cells
produced by our decomposition algorithm.
3.2 WIM Delimitation
Cell Detection. Our approach for cell detection operates on a discrete repre-
sentation of the input scene. Thus we ﬁrst convert the input model into a vox-
elization encoded as a 3D array of real values. This conversion can be performed
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Cell detection on the test building: (a) original model (only one ﬂoor is shown
for clarity); (b) discrete distance ﬁeld; (c) cell decomposition
in the GPU [16]. Voxels traversed by geometry are assigned a zero value whereas
empty voxels are assigned a one value. Then we compute a discrete distance ﬁeld
(Figure 2(b)). Distance ﬁelds have been used for generating cell-and-portal graph
decompositions [9,10] as the valleys of the distance ﬁeld approximately correspond
to the portals of the scene.We approximate the distance ﬁeld using a 5x5x5Cham-
fer distance matrix [17] which requires only two passes through each voxel.
The grouping of voxels into cells is accomplished by a region-growing process
starting from the voxel having the maximum distance value. During this process,
all conquered voxels are assigned the same cell ID. We use negative values for
cell IDs to distinguish visited voxels from unvisited ones. The propagation of the
cell ID continues until the whole cell is bounded by voxels having either negative
distance (meaning already-visited voxels), zero distance (non-empty voxels) or
positive distance greater than the voxels at the cell boundary. When the growth
of one cell stops we simply choose a new unvisited maximum and repeat the
previous steps until all voxels belong to some cell (see Figure 2(c)). Lastly, we
ﬁlter out small cells produced by geometric noise [10].
Polyhedral Approximation. We approximate each cell (consisting of a collec-
tion of voxels) with a polyhedron using the surface extraction algorithm proposed
in [18]. Before the extraction, a dilation operation is performed for each cell to
include adjacent non-empty voxels. This step is required to include the geometry
enclosing the cell, such as walls (see Figures 3(c) and 3(f)).
3.3 WIM Clipping
At runtime, the user will be presented with a WIM comprising only the scene
objects inside the current region (the region containing the current viewpoint).
This can be seen as a particular case of CSG rendering, as we must render the
intersection of the scene with a polyhedral approximation of the current cell.
A coarse-level, CPU-based culling to the region’s bounding box can be used to
quickly discard geometry not to be included in the miniature. However, this
coarse-level clipping must be combined with a ﬁne-level clipping to the polyhe-
dral cell. Fortunately, there are eﬃcient algorithms for rendering CSG models
using the GPU [19,15], whose implementation can be greatly simpliﬁed when
the CSG tree consists of a single boolean operation. The algorithm we propose
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is based on building a Layered Depth Image [20] of the polyhedral approxima-
tion from the current WIM viewpoint. Layered Depth Images (LDIs) can be
eﬃciently constructed using depth-peeling [21]. We use OpenGL framebuﬀer ob-
jects (FBOs) to render each layer directly into a depth texture. Since the WIM
delimitation algorithm tends to produce regions with very low depth complexity,
these regions can be encoded with just a few LDI layers and one rendering pass
for each layer (note that the LDI is build from a low-polygon description of the
cell’s boundary, which is geometrically simpler than the part of the scene inside
the cell). Once the LDI has been computed, the coarsely-culled scene is rendered
using a fragment shader that checks the fragment’s depth against the LDI and
discards outside fragments.
3.4 WIM Revealing
Note that our WIM clipping strategy does not solve the occlusion problem due
to enclosing geometry such as walls. Fortunately, it can be trivially extended
to keep enclosing geometry from occluding interior objects. The only modiﬁca-
tion required is to oﬀset frontface faces of the polyhedral region in the opposite
direction of their normals (i.e. increasing the d coeﬃcient of the implicit plane
equation). In our implementation the oﬀset was set to roughly the length of a
voxel. The resulting eﬀect is that the frontmost geometry will be culled away by
the fragment shader, without sacriﬁcing the outer context entirely (Figure 3(f)).
Due to the simple nature of the cells detected in the ﬁrst step, this simple ap-
proach yields very good results at no extra cost.
4 Results and Discussion
We conducted a user-study to evaluate potential advantages of our WIM delimi-
tation and WIM revealing strategies in comparison with competing approaches.
We focused on selection and manipulation tasks performed in spatially-immersive
displays such as CAVEs. The test model was a three-story building with about
60 rooms and 150k polygons. Figure 2(c) shows the results of the cell decomposi-
tion step on the test model, using a 1283 voxelization. The running time for the
cell decomposition was 6 seconds, including the voxelization, distance transform
and polyhedral approximation steps.
Concerning WIM delimitation, we compared our approach (based on auto-
matic cell detection) with a user-adjustable cube deﬁning the part of the scene
to be included in the replica. Our adjustable-cube implementation is inspired in
SSWIM [4] with some modiﬁcations to match our VR system. At the beginning
of the task, the cube was centered in the user’s position and covered a fraction
of the model (in the experiments the cube covered about a 10% of the model).
Users were able to manually scale up and down the cube at constant speed (2.5
m/s for the experiments), using two Wanda buttons. Similar to [4], the cube
center was updated when the user navigated to a location farther away from
the initial position (we set the distance threshold to a 60% of the cube size).
The adjustment of the cube size and position only aﬀected the WIM coverage;
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the apparent size of the WIM remained constant during the experiment (about
30 cm3). Regarding WIM revealing, we considered two options for distractor re-
moval: turning them invisible (using our z-oﬀset approach) or semi-transparent
(using unsorted alpha blending with depthbuﬀer write operations disabled).
Given that our WIM delimitation strategy automatically matches the WIM
extents to the current cell, in the best case scenario one could expect DWIM
delimitation to have a positive impact on selection performance. In practice,
however, this may not be the case. On the one hand, DWIM’s lack of manual
adjustment can keep the user from ﬁnding a suitable level of scale for performing
the spatial task. On the other hand, DWIM’s cells include enclosing geometry
which might distract the user unless eﬃciently removed. We also expected the
WIM revealing strategy to have a varying impact depending on the WIM delim-
itation strategy and the amount of intervening distractors. In any case, render-
ing semi-transparent objects increases the visual complexity so we expected the
transparency option to have a negative impact on selection performance.
Apparatus. All the experiments were conducted on a four-sided CAVE with
active-stereo projectors at 1280x1280 resolution. The input device was a 6-DOF
Ascension Wanda and a tracking system with 2 receivers providing 60 updates/s
with 4 ms latency. The experiment was driven by a cluster of 2.66GHz QuadCore
PCs with Nvidia Quadro 5500 cards.
Participants. Eleven volunteers (1 female, 10 male), aged from 24 to 35, par-
ticipated in the experiment. Some participants (4) had no experience with VE
applications; 5 had some experience and 2 were experienced users.
Procedure. The task was to select some objects and move them to a target
destination represented by a sphere. Target destinations were chosen to be more
than 4 meters away from the initial position so that the task could be accom-
plished more eﬃciently using the WIM proxies rather than the actual objects.
Selection and manipulation in the WIM was accomplished using the virtual hand
metaphor. Users were requested to complete the task as quickly as possible. Users
were allowed to navigate at 2m/s constant speed using the wanda’s joystick.
Design. A repeated-measures within-subjects design was used. The indepen-
dent variables were WIM delimitation (adjustable cube, current cell) and WIM
revealing (transparency, z-oﬀset), resulting in four combinations. Each partici-
pant performed the experiment in one session lasting approximately 15 min. The
session was divided into four blocks, one for each technique. Before each block
users were provided with a short training session which required them to com-
plete practice trials. We measured the time to complete the task, distinguishing
between selection, manipulation and navigation times (some users decided to
navigate to ﬁnd a better view to accomplish the task).
Various options for WIM delimitation and rendering are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3(d) shows the replica covering the whole model. Note that this WIM
is not suitable for object manipulation due to occlusion and level-of-scale prob-
lems. Rendering the WIM with alpha blending (Figure 3(a)) does not provide
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Fig. 3. Diﬀerent strategies for WIM rendering
a suﬃciently clear view of the model and still provides a scale unsuitable for
object manipulation. Figures 3(b) and 3(e) show sample renderings with the ad-
justable cube. The result of our clipping algorithm (with transparency instead
of z-oﬀset revealing) is shown in Figure 3(c). Now the miniature includes only
the geometry inside the automatically-detected cell, providing a better scale for
accurate selection and manipulation tasks. Finally, Figure 3(f)shows the ﬁnal
output of our algorithm. The quality of the results can also be observed in the
accompanying videos (further results can be found in [22]).
Results. Results of the experiment are shown in Figure 4(a). The two-way
ANOVA showed a signiﬁcant eﬀect (p < 0.01) for the WIM delimitation factor,
users performing much better (30% less time) with the WIM delimited auto-
matically to the current cell rather than manually with the cube. This result
was expected as our approach eliminates the need to manually adapt the WIM
extent to the task. We also found a signiﬁcant eﬀect (p = 0.04) for the WIM
revealing factor, and a clear interaction eﬀect (p < 0.01) between delimitation
and revealing. When the WIM was delimited automatically to the current cell,
the choice of the revealing strategy had a signiﬁcant eﬀect, users performing
much better when removing occluding walls with the z-oﬀset approach. This
seems to conﬁrm our hypothesis on the limitations of the transparency option
for performing spatial tasks (see Figures 3(c) and 3(f)). However, when delimit-
ing the WIM with the adjustable cube, the revealing strategy had little impact
on overall user performance. Our explanation for this is that rendering the WIM
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with transparency resulted in higher visual complexity of the resulting images,
but this was compensated by the fact that users were not forced to perform a
ﬁne adjustment of the cube to avoid occluding walls (see Figures 3(b) and 3(e)).
It can be argued that the chosen task favors our approach against the ad-
justable cube option because the initial user position was located in the same
room as the object to be manipulated. Therefore we conducted a second exper-
iment with identical setup except for the object to be manipulated, which was
moved to an adjacent room. This change implied that, when using our approach,
users were required to navigate to the target room, whereas for the adjustable
cube users were able to decide whether to navigate or to scale-up the cube.
We also chose a target room with less occluding objects to favor transparency
against our z-oﬀset approach. Figure 4(b) shows the results of the second ex-
periment. Despite being a worst-case scenario for our approach, we still found a
signiﬁcant eﬀect for WIM delimitation (p = 0.01), users performing better with
DWIM. Our explanation is that, in densely-occluded environments, scaling-up
the cube rapidly increased the number of potential distractors, adding occluders
from neighboring cells and keeping it from providing a clear view for carrying
out spatial tasks. We did not found though a signiﬁcant eﬀect for WIM revealing
(p = 0.1), probably because of the low number of occluders in the target room,
making the transparency option still usable.
Using correct (sorted) transparency through depth-peeling might improve the
clarity of the images, but the depth complexity (i.e. the number of layers and
hence the number of rendering passes) would depend on the complexity of the
objects inside the room, not on the complexity of the geometry enclosing the
room, as in our case. Furthermore, note that the cut-away view provides a much
more clear representation compared with the transparency-based option.
Runtime Overhead. We also measured the performance overhead of our tech-
nique. Since cells are detected during preprocessing, theWIMdelimitation step in-
troduces no noticeable runtime overhead in comparison with the adjustable cube.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Box plots for task 1 (left) and task 2 (right)
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WIM rendering requires (a) building the LDI of a low-polygon approximation of
the cell and (b) drawing the objects with a simple fragment shader. The LDI is
built using a FBO with the size of the WIM viewport, which is smaller than the
immersive viewpoint viewport. The overhead was found to be less than one mil-
lisecond, which had no noticeable impact on the application frame rate.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper an enhanced version of the WIM metaphor has been presented.
Our approach supports arbitrarily-complex, densely-occluded scenes by selecting
the region to be included in the miniature copy using a semantic subdivision of
the scene into logical structures such as rooms. The rationale of our approach is
that matching the miniature copies with logical entities of the environment would
help the user to accomplish spatial tasks. We have shown empirically that our
approach facilitates accurate selection and manipulation of 3D objects through
their WIM proxies, providing a clear, low-complexity view automatically adapted
to the user’s location. Our current system allows users to switch automatic WIM
delimitation on and oﬀ; when turned oﬀ, the WIM shows a miniature replica of
the whole scene, which can be more suitable for way-ﬁnding tasks at large scale
levels. Unlike other WIM extensions using continuous scrolling, our approach
preserves the extents of the miniature copy while the user remains in the same
room. The room center instead of the current viewpoint is used as pivot point
for hand-held manipulation and visualization of the miniature. We have found
this behavior to be less distracting to the users.
There are several directions that can be pursued to extend the current work. It
may be interesting to explore alternative visibility-aware decompositions of the
scene suitable for outdoor environments, enabling fast identiﬁcation and removal
of occluding geometry, as well as cell decompositions requiring no preprocessing
at all. It would be also useful to allow the user to enlarge the WIM coverage by
incorporating rooms adjacent to the room containing the current position. This
can be easily implemented as the outcome of the WIM delimitation algorithm
is a discrete cell-and-portal graph representation of the scene.
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